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Streamline claims and deliver an exceptional policyholder experience with
Insurity ClaimsXPress

Smart configuration

Intuitive interface

Business intelligence

Tailor the platform for your Provide a seamless user
Boost performance and
needs with configurable experience on any device lower costs with interactive
dashboards and rules
with an adaptive interface claims reports and analysis

80+

Organizations supported
across insurers, municipalities,
self-insureds, and TPAs

20

Lines of business in production

“In our evaluation, the Insurity
team overwhelmingly beat out the
competition…. Insurity ClaimsXPress
outpaced other systems on approximately
80% of the functionality and user interface
[RFP] questions, so the scale was heavily
weighted toward Insurity ClaimsXPress
in terms of its feature set. Being userfriendly and intuitive is important because
it will enable our staff to quickly ramp
up, streamlining the learning curve.
And combining these two key aspects
– functionality and user-friendliness –
Insurity ClaimsXPress easily became our
system of choice.”   
Todd Venneri
Operations Manager

Top 5 reasons customers choose Insurity ClaimsXPress
Reduce claims costs
- Minimize claims leakage with configurable dashboards, data mining,
and predictive analytics capabilities
- Empower your claims staff to make better decisions with dynamic
reports that can be accessed anytime, anywhere
Handle claims faster
- Drive productivity and task automation among your claims staff with
advanced business rules
- Enable users to solve problems quickly by putting important claims
information at their fingertips
Deliver better experiences
- Delight and retain policyholders by providing timely, personalized
service throughout the claims process
- Enhance brand image and improve policyholder satisfaction with
intuitive self-service capabilities
Drive business growth
- Support multiple lines of business with a robust, cloud-based claims
administration system
- Expand into new markets with a flexible claims platform that adapts to
suit your changing business needs
Integrate seamlessly
- Connect to vendors and any third-party systems with over a dozen
robust, pre-built connectors
- Issue payments in just 30 seconds with an out-of-the-box integration
to Sure Claims Payments

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 15 of the top 25
P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606

